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ABOUT US
DevstringX Technologies is a Product & software development, Mobile App development, and
Automation & manual Testing, and Outsourcing service provider dedicated to empowering
businesses worldwide by providing end-to-end capabilities from product ideation to completion. A
culture of innovation has enabled us to create cost-effective and highly scalable software
products within budget and timeline for our clients which facilitates their progress and growth.
We have served different industries like Field Performing various types of testing Like GUI Testing,
Usability Testing, Integration Testing, User Acceptance Testing, Cross Browser Testing, End to End
Testing, Security Testing, Performance Testing,  Accessibility Testing, Compatibility Testing, etc. If
you would like to discuss our business in detail for collaboration, you can reach me directly at my
email address.



Sanity testing was performed when we are receiving the software build
(with minor code changes) from the development team. It is a checkpoint to
assess if testing for the build can proceed or not. In other words, we can
say that sanity testing is performed to make sure that all the defects have
been solved and no added issues come into the present because of these
modifications. Sanity testing also ensures that the modification in the code
or functions does not affect the associated modules. Consequently, it can
be applied only to connected modules that can be impacted.

WHAT IS SANITY TESTING?



HOW TO DO SANITY TESTING?

While sanity testing is sometimes performed in an exploratory
approach, there is great value in having repeatable sanity tests.
This implies taking a planned approach. There are two levels of
test planning to perform in sanity testing: High-level sanity test
planning and detailed sanity test planning.



It helps us to find any deployment or compilation issues.

It is less expensive compared to other types of software testing.

It helps in rapidly finding the bugs in the core functionality.

There is no documentation mandatory for sanity testing, that's why it

can be executed in lesser time.

The execution of sanity testing will help us save unnecessary testing

effort and time because it only focused on one or a few functionality

areas.

Sanity testing helps in detecting the missing dependent objects.
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ADVANTAGES OF SANITY TESTING



It's become a very complex process for the developers to understand

how to fix the defects acknowledged throughout the sanity testing if

they do not follow the design structure level.

All the test cases are not covered under sanity testing.

It is emphasized only on the statement and functions of the

application.

We do not have future references since the sanity testing is

unscripted.

It became a complex process to find any other components as sanity

testing is executed only for some limited features.

DISADVANTAGES OF SANITY TESTING



IF YOU ARE INTERESTED TO READ A DETAILED BLOG ON

SANITY TESTING WE HAVE WRITTEN A DETAILED BLOG

ON WHAT IS SANITY TESTING? KINDLY VISIT & READ

OUR BLOG.

https://www.devstringx.com/sanity-testing


AUTHOR BIO
Varun is the QA Lead for Devstringx Technologies, he manages a team
conducting quality assurance testing within a software development
company. He is skilled in Agile methodology which involves testing
the software at all layers of the Test Pyramid, i.e. Unit, Integration &
reducing QE efforts in E2E Testing by involving more contract tests
automated if the project follows a Microservices Architecture
Development model. Their well-versed knowledge & expertise in
Functional & Non Functional testing makes them involved in
providing training to offshore & onshore QE team members. “Fast
Good Cheap Pick any Two”  - Varun Sharma

https://www.devstringx.com/custom-software-development-services


CONTACT US

Email ID - info@devstringx.com
Website - www.devstringx.com
Mobile No - +1 650 209 7815
Address - 16192, Coastal Highway, Lewes, Delaware - 19958,
USA

Email ID - info@devstringx.com
Website - www.devstringx.com
Mobile No - +91 995 878 1896
Address -  G-32, Sector-63, Noida, Up, India, 201301
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